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The RTP (Rapid Thermal Processor) is a single-wafer thermal processing apparatus used in the semiconductor 
fi eld featuring high temperature ramp rates and fast processing. In recent years, the use of materials and processes 
in research and development applications under processing conditions not originally anticipated is expanding. To 
meet these needs, we worked on modeling, simulation and experimental analysis of heating phenomena by halogen 
lamps, optical properties of materials and thermal balance inside the furnace. Through these efforts, we clarifi ed 
the points for carrying out highly accurate thermal processing performance under a broader range of conditions. In 
this paper, we describe the modeling and simulation of RTP, and the verifi cation of the actual device.
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Modeling & Simulations of The Lamp Heating-type 

Rapid Thermal Processor

1.  Introduction
Thermal processors for semiconductors can be roughly 

classified into two groups of furnaces and RTP (Rapid 
Thermal Processor)1). Furnaces are used to perform 
uniform thermal processing for extended periods of 
time in a stable environment and for batch production. 
RTPs, also known as lamp annealing devices, are used 
for single wafers and offer high ramp rate heating and 
fast processing. In semiconductor manufacturing, to date, 
RTPs have been used for formation of an extremely thin 
thermal oxide fi lm as well as annealing and metal silicide 
contact formation, etc. following ion implantation1), 
however RTPs are also often used for materials other 
than silicon and for process R&D. Particularly in recent 
years, there has been an increase in cases of using RTPs 
in applications other than those originally anticipated, 
namely, to keep several stages of temperatures for fi xed 
periods of time such as the multi-stage heating method 
used for solar cell electrode firing, or to keep a high 
temperature for an extended period of time. As such, there 
is a greater need for RTPs tailored specifically to R&D 
applications which can be used with ease for a broad 
range of applications. As such, from the perspective of 
practical modeling useful for RTP device development, 
we performed verification and identification of physical 
constants, as well as analysis of heating mechanisms and 
radiation thermometer measurement characteristics, etc. 
and leveraged the obtained results in the development of 
“DTL-6”2), a desktop RTP with a lamp output of 24kW 
and heating area of 150mm squares. This article will 

focus on the silicon wafer, which is typical target of RTP 
heating, to discuss the RTP modeling and simulation 
conducted for this development, as well as an actual 
verifi cation using DTL-6.

2.  RTP Basic Structure
Figure 1 shows the basic structure of an RTP. Near-

infrared light emitted by a halogen lamp (lamp) is used 
as the heat source. As the target of the heating, the silicon 
wafer is positioned inside a quartz process tube, and the 
light source and quartz tube are enclosed in aluminum 
housing which features water-cooling means. Wafer 
temperature is measured using a radiation thermometer 
through an optical fi lter positioned on the aperture of the 
quartz tube. Moreover, nitrogen gas is used inside the 
housing to cool the lamp surface and housing itself.
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Fig. 1  RTP basic structure
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3.   Essential Summary of the Lamp 
Heating Process

3. 1  Fundamental Equation for Silicon Wafer 
Heating

Figure 2 shows the heat balance during silicon 
wafer heating. It is thought that a silicon wafer with 
the temperature Tw emits a thermal energy of ewrTw4 
and absorbs energy multiplied by its own emissivity to 
thermal energy radiated by the surrounding space. For 
heat balance, radiation is the domination therefore, here, 
fi rst we must ignore convection and thermal conduction, 
and in order to generalize, we shall discuss using physical 
quantity per unit area.

Equation ⑴ shows the fundamental equation relating 
to wafer heating.

⑴＝ － －wC wdT
dt w w

4Tu （ ）r e w 0
4Te 0e

Where, 
u:  Effective irradiation energy density contributing to 

wafer heating [W/cm2]
Cw: Heat capacity per unit area of wafer [J/K]
Tw: Silicon wafer’s temperature [K], 
T0: Ambient temperature [K]
ew: Silicon wafer’s emissivity, 
e0: Ambient emissivity
r: Stefan-Boltzmann constant [= 5.68 × 10−12W/cm2]
Here, if we consider the point where the lamp 

illuminates in a thermal equilibrium state at room 
temperature (Tw4 = e0T04), then Equation ⑴ becomes

⑵＝ wC wdT
dt

u

and if the desired ramp rate is applied, it is possible to fi nd 
the lamp energy density required for heating. If this value 
is made um then it is possible to obtain an approximate of 
the wafer’s maximum attainable temperature, Twm [K], 
from um.

In other words, if we establish dTw/dt = 0 in Equation ⑴

⑶＝ ＋wmT mu
we r 0 0

4Te
1/4

and if we ignore T04 in relation to Tw4,

⑷～（ ）［ ］/wmT u Kwm e r 1/4

urewTw4

Tw4ewre0

Fig. 2  Heat balance on a silicon wafer

From Equations ⑵ and ⑷, for example, in order to 
heat a u150 SEMI spec silicon wafer (t = 0.675mm, Cw 
= 0.114 J/Kcm2, e = 0.67) at 100℃/second, um = 11.4 W/
cm2 would be necessary and, at this time, Twm ~ 1 315 K 
(= 1 042℃).

If a wafer for crystal silicon solar cells (t  = 0.2mm, 
Cw = 0.034 J/Kcm2, e = 0.9) is heated with this energy, 
the ramp rate would be 335℃/second and the attainable 
temperature would be Twm ~ 1 222 K (= 949℃).

Actual ly,  there  is  the component  of  ambient 
temperature T04, therefore the maximum attainable 
temperature would be higher than the value shown above. 

In this  way,  the ramp rate and the maximum 
temperature which are basic specifications of device 
cannot be determined independently. 

3. 2  Optical Absorption/Radiation Temperature 
and Wavelength Dependency of a Silicon 
Wafer

It is well-known that the spectral emissivity of silicon 
wafers is highly dependent on temperature3). Figure 3 
shows the spectral emissivity of a silicon wafer. Silicon 
emissivity has high temperature dependency up to 600
℃ in a wavelength region with an optical absorption 
edge of 1.1 μm or more. Emissivity is a parameter 
to be specified at temperature measurement using a 
radiation thermometer however, due to the fact that, for 
physical optical absorption, emissivity = absorptance, 
this temperature dependence must be considered 
when discussing the heating process of silicon wafers. 
Normally, this emissivity change would be found 
by calculating the area surrounded in curved lines 
corresponding to each temperature in Fig. 3, however 
as this temperature dependence is thought to be caused 
by electronic transition, we assumed it would adhere to 
Fermi-Dirac’s distribution function and expressed it as 
Equation ⑸.

⑸＝
－

＋
＋ －2T T

B

T（ ）e 1e
2e 1e

1 exp

Where, 
e1: Initial emissivity at low temperature
e2: Final emissivity
T2: Temperature where emissivity becomes e2
B:  Parameter which adjusts the emissivity change 

temperature range
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Fig. 3  Spectral emissivity of a silicon wafer

4.  RTP Heat System Modeling

4. 1 Interaction of Heat within an RTP 
Inside the RTP, the lamp heats not only the silicon 

wafer, but also the quartz tube and housing. Moreover, 
there is interaction between the heat of the wafer and 
quartz tube, and the quartz tube and housing, respectively. 
Figure 4 shows the heat radiation of each part.

If this is established as a state equation, it would 
express as Equation ⑹.

⑹

＝

＋ ＋

－
d
dt

0
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Fig. 4  Interaction of heat radiation within the RTP

Where, 
Tq, Th: quartz tube, housing temperature [K]
Cq, Ch:  quartz tube, heat capacity per housing unit area 

[J/K]
eq, eh: quartz tube, housing emissivity
nq, nh:  Effective irradiation energy ratio toward quartz 

tube/housing in relation to wafer effective 
irradiation energy  

The silicon wafer, quartz tube and housing each have 
different spectroscopic absorption properties therefore, 
technically speaking, there is a need to find the energy 
contributing to the heating of each from the lamp’s 
emitting state, and we simplified a model expressing 
this as the ratios nq and nh in relation to the input to the 
silicon wafer, u.

4. 2  Temperature Detected by a Radiation 
Thermometer

By converting the temperature into radiation energy, 
add and subtract calculations become possible. Because 
the thermal radiation ray from the housing does not 
incident as a direct ray on the radiation thermometer, it 
is the radiation ray from the wafer and the radiation ray 
from the observation window on the quartz tube that are 
detected by the radiation thermometer. Therefore, as the 
output of Equation ⑹, the radiation energy Erad detected 
by the radiation thermometer is expressed by Equation 
⑺, and observation temperature Trad is given by Equation ⑻.

Where, we have made fi lter temperature = quartz tube 
temperature. 

⑺＝ ［ ］（ ）E 0wrad rad T （ ）qT
w
4T
q
4T
h
4T

r ff we g radfe g

Where, 
ff: optical fi lter’s transmission, 
ef: optical fi lter’s emissivity
grad (T):  the radiation energy ratio of the wavelength 

region detected by the radiation thermometer 
at temperature T 

⑻＝Trad E rad
we

1/4

4. 3  Temperature Dependence of the Physical 
Constant

In modeling to date, we have treated physical 
quantities like a constant, however in reality, temperature 
dependence must be considered, therefore we expressed 
them by polynomial approximation to make them easy 
to use for calculations. For the specific heat of quartz, 
we scanned a graph4) used in technical documentation 
prepared by the manufacturer and carried out quartic 
approximation (this is not the Cq of Equation ⑹ which 
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establishes cq (T) [J/gK] but rather the specific heat of 
quartz as a material). 

grad is Planck’s radiation law

⑼＝
－

TL（ ），k
k

k

2

5

p2 1

1

hc
hc
k T

exp

Where, we used
k: Boltzmann constant [1.381 × 10−23J/K],
h: Planck constant [6.626 × 10−34J s],
c: Light speed [2.998 × 108 m/s]

and performed polynomial approximation by calculating 
the wavelength region k1 k k2 radiation energy and all 
radiation energy ratio when the temperature is T [K].

⑽＝
2

radg （ ）T TL d（ ），kk
1k kʃ

TL d（ ），k0
∞ kʃ

Table 1  shows the polynomial  approximated 
coeffi cients of cq (T̃ ) and grad (T̃ ). Where, T̃  = T/1 000 
and ai are coefficients of T̃ i when the polynomial 
expression is expressed as R

n
i=0aiT̃ i, therefore nq and 

nh. Are quantities introduced as the references to 
express heating energy on the silicon wafer, which is an 
observable quantity regarding the extent to which the 
energy emitted by the lamp is supplied to the quartz tube 
and housing. This parameter value was found based on 
experiments and analysis of halogen lamp which were 
executed separately. 

Table 1  Polynomial approximation coeffi cient of temperature dependent parameter

a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 a0
cq（T̃） － 8.45× 10－ 1 3.53 － 5.59 4.18 － 7.52× 10－ 2

grad（T̃） 2.46 － 1.20× 10 2.23× 10 － 1.95× 10 7.32 － 5.90

For nh, the optical absorption region is biased toward 
the short wavelength side of the spectrum emitted 
by the lamp therefore, we estimated 0.05 to 0.1 with 
consideration to the emissivity of the aluminum semi-
gloss surface at a wavelength of 1 μm. Housing has a 
heat capacity 20 times greater than the other portions, 
good thermal conduction and is water-cooled, therefore is 
practically not affected at all if nh changes. 

Quartz will transmit rays with a cut-off wavelength 
of 4.5 μm or less and absorb rays with wavelengths over 
this5). A halogen lamp is of a structure whereby a tungsten 
filament is enclosed in a quartz tube (bulb), and rays 
equivalent to or greater than the cut-off wavelength are 
not emitted but the bulb surface6) absorbs filament rays 
until it increases in temperature between 250 and 800
℃ then the heat radiation from the bulb (secondary ray) 
heats the quartz tube. The nq exceeds 0.4 at the minimal 
output of u , however decreases to 0.05 at maximum 
lamp output, therefore we performed linear interpolation 
between these two. 

5.  Model Verifi cation

5. 1 Silicon Wafer Temperature Increase Process
Figure 5 shows the result of using the DTL-6 to 

apply full power to the lamp (24kW) and heat, as well 
as the result of a simulation considering the fluctuation 
in emissivity in accordance with Equation ⑷. ⑴ is a 
u150SEMI spec silicon wafer and ⑵ is a polycrystalline 
silicone bare wafer for solar cells (it must be noted that 

Temperature (measured)
Temperature (simulation)
Ramp rate (measured)
Ramp rate (simulation)

Temperature (measured)
Temperature (simulation)
Ramp rate (measured)
Ramp rate (simulation)

2

(1) Simulation conditions of a u150SEMI 
spec silicon wafer  (   = 0.675mm)
e1＝0.44, e2＝0.71,      ＝750,    ＝50

t
T B 2

(2) Simulation conditions of a polycrystalline 
silicon bare wafer for solar cells (   = 0.2mm)
e1＝0.84, e2＝0.90,      ＝700，    ＝25

t
T B

Fig. 5  Comparison of measured and simulated wafer temperature-increase profile and ramp rate
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the time axis and ramp rate scales differ for both). 
The thermocouple generates heat due to the lamp 

light and a large measurement error occurs therefore7), 
temperature measurement was performed using 
measurement wafer which was embedded thermocouple 
tip and fixed with ceramic bond (TC wafer).  The 
ramp rate was calculated from the temperature profile. 
Furthermore, for the simulation, we used the open source 
numerical calculation software, Scilab. 

The ramp rate of a SEMI wafer stagnates at around 
100 to 400℃, and due to the fact that this phenomenon 
was reproduced in a simulation also, depending on the 
temperature dependence of emissivity, if one wished to 
perform more accurate processing in this temperature 
range, it is clear that caution is needed. Meanwhile, in 
the case of solar cell wafers, which have an anti-refl ective 
layer on the surface in order to absorb as much light as 
possible, emissivity change is minimal, therefore the 
impact of the abovementioned phenomenon is slight. 

5. 2 Effect of Disturbance
When temperature control is performed to keep a 

high temperature for a set period of time using radiation 
thermometer, a phenomenon occurs in which the actual 
temperature of the wafer decreases although the control 
temperature is constant. This state is shown in Fig. 6 ⑴. 
The control temp. shown in the figure is the instruction 
value of the radiation thermometer used in feedback 
control, the wafer temp. is the instruction value of the TC 
wafer and the MV (manupirate value) is the lamp’s power 
control value. This kind of phenomenon was raised as 
a problem when RTPs began being used for processing 
requiring high temperature to be kept for a certain 
period of time. For this phenomenon, we carried out the 
simulation of temperature control with Trad feedback 
using the models of Equation ⑹ though ⑻. Figure 6 
⑵ shows the results of this simulation. Trad is a value 
of Equation (8), and equates to the measured control 

(1) Actual measurements (2) Simulation

control temp.

wafer temp.

MV

Fig. 6  Wafer actual temperature error caused by temperature control using radiation thermometer feedback
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temp. Tw is the measured wafer temp. of component 1, 
Equation ⑺. 

Conventionally, in order to deal with this phenomenon, 
processing would be once performed using a TC wafer, 
and the processing recipe (processing pattern given to the 
device as a command value) was corrected by measuring 
the temperature decrease. With such simulation, it was 
possible to predict the compensation value. 

6.  Conclusion
As described above, we performed modeling to verify 

factors such as the optical absorption of a silicon wafer, 
the interaction of heat inside an RTP, radiation ray 
input into a radiation thermometer and the temperature 
dependencies of materials and physical quantity. We also 
performed simulations applying the RTP to a “wider 
usage scope and more rigorous thermal processing.” 
We performed some extremely rough simplifications 
and approximations for portions, however these can 
be said to have reproduced the actual phenomena with 
good accuracy. These analysis results clarified the 
necessary and suffi cient conditions for realizing physical 
specifications in the development of the desktop RTP, 
DTL-6, and directly led to the achievement of a device 
with higher efficiency, reduced size and lower cost. As 
for the non-physical aspect, these analysis results were 
utilized for the implementation of various functions 
compensating process experimentation, such as the 
emissivity interpolation functionality preventing the 
phenomenon described in Section 5. 

This article only introduced the application of RTP in 
silicon wafer processing, however RTPs can be used for 
many materials and we intend to offer the knowledge 
and know-how obtained here for our customers in their 
development of new materials and processes. 
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